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This presentation discusses the auditing function in IBM PureApplication™ System.
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This presentation discusses:

The separation of the auditing and PureApplication System administration duties, 

assigning users to the auditing role. auditing functions, management of audit records, and 

a summary of this presentation.
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This section discusses the separation of duties in respect to the auditing role.
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PureApplication System requires the formal assignment of an auditor role for working with 

auditing data. This is designed to separate the duties between an auditor role and an 

administration role. Administrators should not be able to audit, and auditors should not be 

able to administer PureApplication System.

PureApplication System provides an auditor role for this purpose. Within the auditor role, 

there are two levels of permissions – “Manage auditing (Full permission)” and “View all 

auditing reports (Read-only)”.

Further, this separation of duties affects how permissions are granted to other users. The 

first admin user account must set the permissions for the first auditor user with “Manage 

auditing (Full permission)” and with “Delegation” permission. After that, the auditor with 

“Full permission” and “Delegation” permission can assign or revoke auditing permission for 

other users.
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This section discussing how you assign users to the auditing role.
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User account creation is the same for auditors as for any other user. If it is done using the 

administrative console, the first admin user or any administrator with permission to create 

user accounts can create the first auditor account. The example shows the first admin 

user account creating the first auditor.
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As part of the separation of duties, the first admin user account should set the permission 

for the first auditor with two permissions. The first auditor should receive “Manage auditing 

(Full permission)” and “Allow delegation when full permission is selected”. It is not 

recommended, but there is nothing stopping the first admin user account from setting 

multiple auditors with either full or read-only permission. The recommendation is that the 

first auditor with full permission and with “Delegation” permission should manage the 

setting of permission of any other user accounts that are potential auditors.

Note that an auditor user cannot reset their own permissions. Another auditor with 

Delegation permission - or less desirably the administrator - must reset the auditing 

permission.

Like all other users, an auditor inherits the ability to deploy patterns in the cloud, but 

deploying patterns is not the intended role of an auditor.
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Except for “Delegation” permission, it is not recommended to give a user auditing 

permission along with any other permission. When either auditing permission “View” or 

“Manage” permission is set, a warning message displays, reminding you that you should 

not configure this user with any other permissions. The example shows a user configured 

with “Manage Auditing (Full permission)” along with “Hardware administration” permission, 

which is not recommended.
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Auditor group creation is similar to auditor user creation. All auditor groups must be 

created by the first admin user or Security administrator having full permission. The group 

that is to have auditing full or read-only permission is assigned their auditing permission by 

another auditor that has Full permission and Delegation permission. There is nothing 

stopping an administrator from setting the auditor group permissions, but best practice 

prescribes that an auditor should set the auditing permission. 

Note that only the first admin user account or Security administrator has the permission to 

add auditor users to auditor groups. 
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When you log into the System Console for PureApplication System as an auditor with 

“Manage auditing (Full permission), the menu dynamically reflects your permissions. 

Under the System pull-down menu, you see the capabilities offered to the auditor with 

“Manage auditing (Full permission)” and “Delegation” permission. The primary function of 

this “Full permission” auditor is to manage auditing permission for other auditor users and 

for auditor groups and, additionally, to work with the auditing functions and record 

packages. The auditing capabilities include reviewing event log utilization, downloading 

and reviewing audit record packages, configuring the External Storage Server, 

downloading Command Line tools, and generating a new audit record package. You will 

learn more about Audit Record Packages and External Storage Server later.
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When you log into System Console for PureApplication System as an auditor with “View 

all auditing reports (Read-only)” permission, the System menu provides only the “Auditing” 

menu selection. The primary capabilities of the read-only auditor are to review event log 

utilization and to download and review specific audit record packages. Additionally, the 

auditor with “Read-only” permission can download Command Line tools and generate a 

new audit record package. Unlike the auditor with full permission, the read-only auditor 

cannot review user or group permissions, cannot set auditing permission on or off, and 

can review but not configure the External Storage Server settings.
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This section discusses the auditing functions.
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Unlike IBM Workload Deployer V3.1, which included the auditing archive, license 

information and pvu information in the same download, PureApplication System includes 

only auditing information from the archiving facility. The license-audit and pvu-audit 

information is available using a different facility, and the auditor cannot access this 

information.

The record format for the PureApplication System audit record package is different from 

auditing archives in IBM Workload Deployer V3.1.
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Click Stop on your player if you want to read the details on this slide that show the types of 

events for which audit records are written. Each Audit Record Package contains detail 

records, which contain information about activities listed on this chart. Details within the 

records provide information about the activity on the system and activity on cloud objects 

and data. 
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This slide shows the primary three functions an auditor can perform in regard to the 

auditing data collected on PureApplication System.

The auditor can review the auditing database usage. The auditor can download and 

review Audit Record Packages. Additionally, an auditor with full permission can configure 

an External Storage Server so PureApplication System can automatically move Audit 

Record Packages to an external SCP server. However, an auditor with “Read-only” 

permission can only see the settings for the External Storage Server but cannot change 

any of the settings.
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General Status provides the current utilization of the auditing database, along with a 

Refresh capability to see the updated value. 

If you have displayed this screen for some time and think the log utilization value is stale, 

click the Refresh icon to see a refreshed value. 
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Here is an example of audit record packages that have been generated which are 

available for download by an auditor. The column headers indicate the Created On date, 

the File Name of the record package, and the Size of the record package by number of 

records. Note that the file name indicates the date and time range and time zone. The 

Timezone column shows the time zone for the generated record package. The State

column shows the status of the request. The Action column provides a “download” link 

when the package is in the “Available” state. If you want to generate a new record, use the 

Generate a new audit log package link, described in a subsequent slide. By clicking the 

Download link, you can download the “Available” record packages.

If you don’t download an audit record package right away, the package will remain on the 

PureApplication System file system until space is reclaimed by PureApplication System. If 

you record the package ID, you can return to the Existing Audit Record Packages

section of the auditing screen and click Refresh. Locate the log package you previously 

requested and click the download link at the right to download it. If the package is not 

there, generate the audit record package for the date/time range again. Records will 

remain in this list for a minimum time of 16 minutes.
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To generate an audit record package, click Generate a new audit log package. A 

window displays to allow you to type your filter data. In the Start date dropdown menu, 

you select the beginning date range for the audit record package. To the right is a time 

dropdown menu. If you do not select a beginning time, the package content will begin with 

the first available record on that date. In the End date dropdown menu, you selected the 

end date range for the audit record package. To the right is a time dropdown menu. If you 

do not select an end time, the package will end with the last available record on that date. 

The time zone field allows you to determine the time zone associated with your date and 

time filter requests. Click Generate to request the system to generate the log package.

Note that the time zone field affects the date and time range for the collection range. The 

time zone you specified is also reflected within the records in the audit record package 

you generated.
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The PureApplication System has about five gigabytes of space in the internal database, 

so with an average record size of two kilobytes, the database will hold about two million 

five hundred thousand records. To prevent record loss in this database after it fills, you 

must configure an External Storage Server within PureApplication Server. This external 

server must accept SCP protocol. PureApplication Server then moves Audit Record 

Packages to this external server and then deletes the corresponding packages within the 

system and frees up internal disk space. Once you set up an External Storage Server, 

complete this screen and submit the changes to allow PureApplication Server to begin the 

“push” process. The next slide provides more details about this screen.
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To activate the external storage server, complete all the required fields in the configuration.

In the URL field, provide the address of the external storage server.

Next, in the Upload path field, supply the file system path to the file location where you want PureApplication 
System to store the archived records.

In the Port number field, provide the listener port number for the external storage server.

In the Maximum number of records per record package field, supply the maximum number of records that 
you want in each package. The average size of an audit event record is approximately two kilobytes, so the 
specification of  the field affects the average maximum size of the archived packages sent to the external 
storage server.

In the Public key (external storage server) field, you can paste public key you retrieve from the user account 
on your external storage server. If your security environment requires it, this key is provided to the external 
storage server so it can authenticate the PureApplication System. This field should not be completed if your 
external storage server does not require it.

In the User ID field, type the user name associated with the account on the external storage server.

In the next section, you can choose how PureApplication System authenticates the external storage server, 
depending on your environment. If security for your external storage server requires only a user ID and 
password, type the password for the external storage server account into the Password field and select the 
button next to Use password.

If you want to configure security so that the PureApplication Server authenticates the external server – which 
is a “Best Practice” recommendation - then click the radio button next to Use key authentication. The 
generated IPAS public key is then available for you to copy, so you can store it in your external storage 
server to allow IPAS to authenticate the external storage server and connect to it.

.

At the bottom left, you can click the Refresh System Configuration link to replace the values in this section of 
the screen which you might have overtyped with the values which are currently stored. You can click Test 
connection to see if your external server connection settings are valid. Once the fields are all correct, click 
Submit to store the values you have typed in this portion of the screen and to begin the “push” process.
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This section discusses the management of audit records.
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There are three functions that manage audit records in PureApplication System, indicated 

by the yellow arrows and circle. The Archive function converts the audit log event records 

in the system database into Audit Log Packages that you can download. If you have 

configured the External Storage Server in the auditing menu, the Push function sends the 

Audit Log Packages to your external storage server and deletes the associated Audit 

Record Package. The Cleanup function deletes the oldest “eligible” Audit Record 

Packages if space is needed for new audit record packages. The next slides show you 

more detail about each function.
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The Archive function creates the Audit Record Package. It exports the audit log event 

records from the database, creates a comma-separated-value file, and then compresses 

the file. The file is then made available for download on the Audit Record Package screen 

in the Auditing menu system on the administrative console. There are two types of 

Archive functions – manual and automatic - which you will learn about in the next few 

slides.
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The Manual Archive function is initiated when you click Generate a new audit log 

package within the Audit Record Package menu. When the link is clicked, you see a 

popup window where you specify the time and date range and time zone for the records 

you want to see. You then click “Generate”, which causes the archive function to create 

your requested Audit Record Package. You can download your requested Audit Record 

Package from the list of packages available within the administrative console. The 

associated database records are not deleted by the Manual Archive request. If the 

External Storage Server is configured, the “Push” process – discussed later in this 

presentation - is invoked to check for eligible packages to move to an external server.
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The Automatic archive function is a background task that is always available on 

PureApplication Server, regardless of your configuration settings. The task monitors the 

database every three minutes. When a certain configurable record threshold is reached, 

Automatic archive will create a Audit Record Package – starting with the oldest database 

record. The package is added to the Audit Record Packages list in the administrative 

console for an auditor to download. Once the Audit Record Package is made available in 

the list, the associated database base records are deleted. If the External Storage Server 

is configured, the “Push” process is invoked to check for eligible packages to move to the 

external server.
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If you configured the External Storage Server within the Auditing menu system, the Push 

function is available. This function moves the Audit Record Packages to an external SCP 

server that you define. The Push function starts with the oldest eligible packages within 

the Audit Record Package list. Note that any audit record package must be older than 

1000 seconds - about 16 minutes - before it can be selected by Push. Once the selected 

package is delivered to the external storage server, the package is removed from the 

Audit Record Package list and deleted. If the external storage server is running and 

efficiently tuned, these record packages might only exist within the Audit Record 

Package list for about sixteen minutes before they are moved to the external storage 

server and deleted. During the time a package exists in the list, you can manually 

download the record package from the list.

If the external storage server rejects an auditing package, the package will remain in the 

Audit Record Packages list until the external storage server successfully stores it. If 

packages accumulate for a long period of time within PureApplication Server, eventually 

the Cleanup function will begin deleting the oldest eligible record packages as space is 

needed for newer packages. You learn more about Cleanup in the next slide.
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As previously indicated, only the Push function (optionally configured) and the Cleanup 

function can delete audit record packages. The Cleanup function is called when 

insufficient space exists to store new audit record packages. The function selects the 

oldest eligible record packages for deletion. This selection is made regardless of whether 

the package was generated by the manual archive process or by the automatic archive 

process. The oldest eligible packages are deleted until sufficient space is made available 

for the new record package. Thus you can lose audit data if an external storage server is 

not configured or if the external storage server becomes unavailable for a sufficient period 

of time for the audit record package file system to become full.
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Here is a summary of the functions available on PureApplication Server, based on 

whether you have configured the External Storage Server. Notice that Automatic Archive 

function continues to automatically archive database records to Audit Record Packages, 

regardless of your External Storage Server settings.
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Audit database records cannot be deleted by an auditor. The system removes database 

records when the automatic archive function runs.

Audit Record Package management is performed by either Push function, which stores 

the record packages on an external server, or by Cleanup functions. Push can be inactive 

if you never configured the External Storage Server, or if your External Storage Server 

cannot accept the record packages from PureApplication Server. In that situation the 

package file system will eventually becomes full, but Automatic and Manual Archive 

functions still function, thus creating new packages. When a new Audit Record Package 

needs to be written in this situation, Cleanup is called to create the needed space by 

deleting the oldest eligible packages. Thus, in this situation you can lost Audit Record 

Packages if you have not previously downloaded them.

During the time when the file system is full, you can still download packages from the 

Audit Record Package list in the administrative console. 
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Your external storage server must have security appropriate for your environment. It must 

have support for SCP with security implemented by RSA keys, which is best practice,  or 

password. You must have an archiving system or a process to keep the file system on the 

External Storage Server from becoming full, to avoid the loss of Audit Record Packages 

on PureApplication System.
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This section provides a summary of the presentation.
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You now should understand the importance of separating the auditing and PureApplication 

System administration duties. You saw how the auditor user accounts are created and 

how they acquire the necessary permissions. A summary of the enhanced auditing 

functionality showed you important auditing features available in PureApplication System. 

Finally you saw more information about the management of audit records.
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